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Indispensable experts
(source: www.expertebte.de)

„
Independent, highly qualified experts have an important function in the German right and assurance
company system for years. They stand aside to public and private customers, very often insurance
companies and insured institutions. They are on hand with help and advice for public and private customers,
very often insurance companies and insured parties, when it comes to assessment and damage assessment, only committed to their specialized knowledge, conscience and reputation.
The BTE feels obliged to this heavy demand since the foundation in 1924. The BTE became the union of
leading experts in Germany with specialized mechanical and electrical engineers, civil engineers and
architects, business economists, chemists and physicists as well as further technical scientific special
experts into four professional groups.
When there is a major event of damage or loss and valuation for the insurance, mostly the experts of the
BTE are called. The reputation of the BTE Experts in Germany is extraordinary qualified, reliable and
confident. The size of the office or the location does not matter. The affiliation to BTE proves competence,
experience and independence.
Full member of the BTE only can become somebody who deals in his main profession with valuation and
expert opinions and is successfully proved. The BTE has high demands to applicants for their affiliation.
They have to prove their qualification by the conclusion of appropriate studies and support, their suitability by
a special colloquium as well as two entrance examinations. They have to be appointed and sworn for their
specialist field by the Chamber of Industry and Commerce.
The BTE commits their members to impeccable reliability. As experts they have to prepare their experts
opinions independently and uninfluenced.
Due to keeping consistently principles the BTE and their members have achieves high reputation.
Regular exchange of experience and further education measures guarantee of a high qualification
standard. BTE experts are up-to-date always of professional knowledge.
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